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A REPORT ON TEACHER’S DAY CELEBRATIONS HELD AT 
SATHYA SAI SCHOOL KISAJU ON 21ST July 2019

Members of the Board of Directors, members of the Sai Youth from Sai Centre Nairobi and Parents started arriving 
within the school precincts by around 9.00 am. 
The student community and all the teachers at Sathya Sai School Kisaju were at hand to receive them. 
The students lovingly sang “Welcome to Sathya Sai”, parents applauded them.

Students welcoming guests

Members of the BOD and guests arriving
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The members of the BOD were introduced to the Teaching Faculty by the Principal, 
thereafter all were  taken through the flower exhibition, the ecological model exhibition and the 
growing of tomatoes in plastic bottles exhibition. 

 The schools scouts raised the school flag to dismiss the rest of the 
student  body to other activities as the guests and the BOD were taken through the
“Go Green - Serve the Planet”   banner exhibition. 

The Principal introducing the Teaching Faculty

       flower wall exhibition was prepared  by a group of students from the secondary section.
They took  turns  to explain  the  significance of flowers to God and the symbolic flowers that God 
values most.

Flower wall exhibition

The synopsis of their presentation;

Description – Diversity of flowers at the Sathya Sai School landscaped gardens represent the 
beauty of the work, enlightment and transformation that teachers do.  

Students used brightly coloured flowers  to pay homage and gratitude  to thier teachers who  help
them to brighten the world by imparting knowledge and life skills. 

Goal: Open hearts of men to Simple but highly valued glories of God

A       flower wall exhibition was prepared  by a group of students from the secondary section.
They took  turns  to explain  the  significance of flowers to God and the symbolic flowers 

The synopsis of their presentation;
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Happiness is attained by sharing the glories of God’s creation and making offerings to God. God does 
not value worldly offerings of expensive gold or jewels but only desires love from us. God therefore 
accepts and appreciates simple gifts of a flower, a fruit or a leaf. Any gift presented to God with love is 
appreciated by him.
Sri Sathya Baba has made the act of offerings to God even easier by telling us that the greatest gift we 
can give to God is the flower of a pure heart, the fruit of our good deeds and the leaf of selfless service. 
Much as we use flowers to express love to family and friends, on valentine’s day, mother’s day, 
weddings, memorials, etc, the greatest gift to God is that of a pure heart, and God reacts by granting 
us peace and  love. 

Symbolic Significance of flowers to God

1.   The flower of non-violence.
2.   The flower of sense control.
3.   The flower of compassion for all beings.
4.   The flower of forbearance.
5.   The flower of peace.
6.   The flower of penance.
7.   The flower of meditation.
8.   The flower of truth.

Symbolically God values the following flowers

NATURE IS THE BEST TEACHER

8 FLOWERS OF WORSHIP

God is all-pervasive and is the indweller of all beings. Likewise, the five elements, which are 
nothing but divine manifestations are also all pervasive and all-powerful. 
The whole world is pervaded by the five elements, bound by the five elements and it 
functions because of the five elements. It cannot function even if one of the elements is absent.
- Sathya Sai Baba, 05 July 20

The five elements - ether, air, fire, water, and earth - are the vesture of God, as well as of man. 
 Mankind should use them moderately with wisdom, with fear and humility.
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ECOLOGICAL MODEL 
The ecological model prepared and presented by class 7 students was an insight to the Go Green 
intiative.  School practises the teaching of Sathya Sai Baba to serve our planet 
by observing a ceiling on desires to minimise misuse of the elements in humility and moderation.

Ecological model exhibited the following components;

-  A forest area which is also rocky, mountainous and a source of river - Showing how nature provide
  man with water, fresh air, refreshing scenery and a diverse ecosystem without expecting rewards.
 - A city with many modern houses and transport infrastructure - To show technological advancement in 
  science which has used the creator’s architectural and engineering ideas but have had negative
  consequences on Mother Nature.

Students explained the attributes of the 5 elements as follows as per our 
school Founder’s teachings.

5 ELEMENTS 
When we investigate the truth about the �ve basic elements, we will �nd that they are all within us also. 
We should strive to make proper use of these elements and sanctify our life. Think of God incessantly .  

EARTH

WATER 

FIRE

AIR
Has 2 attributes - touch and sound. Air is lighter than �re, thus the reason why it wafts about everywhere and is 
more  pervasive than �re.    

ETHER

Has 4 attributes - taste, form, touch, sound, so water is lighter than earth, hence has the capacity to �ow  and 
move. Water is a very important element of creation. We should neither misuse nor pollute it, our goal should be 
to protect and take care of our lakes, streams, rivers, oceans and forests to ensure continuous availability of water.        

Has 3 attributes - form, touch and sound. Fire is lighter than water, hence has the capacity to rise and spread 
in all directions. Fire manifest itself as digestive power in our body, �re even exist in water, it exist even in trees 
and stones.    

Has 1 attribute - sound. Ether is lighter than air and is most unrestrained in its capacity to pervade among the 
elements . It exists everywhere because sound pervades the entire creation.    

Has 5 attributes - smell, taste, form, touch, sound made up of all �ve elements. Mother earth has ecosystems which 
are ecologically balanced. Today the Earth is losing its ecological balance as man, out of utter sel�shness, is robbing 
Mother Earth of her resources and polluting the 5 elements of creation, resulting an in balance causing �oods, heat 
waves, earth quakes and increased incidences of diseases .    

EARTH WATER FIRE AIR ETHER
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1. We should be able to share all that the creator has given to us without expecting anything in return. 
    In so doing we will be expressing love to those who need our help by recognising the Creator who 
    resides in them.

2. We should practice right conduct. Ecological balance demonstrates how Mother Nature is able to regulate 
    itself to guarantee continued existence. It is man’s lack of right conduct that causes imbalance on Earth. 
    
 

3. Nature is God’s vesture. The universe is the University of man. Man should treat Nature with reverence. 
    Nature has a lot of hidden knowledge and treasure that man is yet to learn. 

 Nature is therefore the greatest teacher of all.

LESSONS  FROM MOTHER NATURE

 - A residential area outside the city - to explain how we suffer the negative consequences of imbalance. 
   It can also be considered as a soure of imbalance/ pollution through domectic wastes.
 - An industrial park - Showcasing through technology and  greed how man exploits the earth’ s resource at the 
  expense of ecological balance.
 - Renewable energy plants: power generation at a waterfall and a solar plant - to show how nature is able 
   to provide alternative sources of energy that are less harmful to Mother Nature.
 - A farming area - showing how we depend on nature for existence. That good farming practices will ensure 
   ecological balance and the vice versa.
 - A recreation area - where man needs to enjoy nature. Fresh air and exercise are essential to a happy living.

   (Local available materials are used)
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Earth is a gift of God. The phenomenal world, man and God are interrelated to  one another. 
Man has a unique responsibility to be a faithful custodian of the planet; to enjoy it’s wealth with 
moderation and preserve it for future generations and living creatures alike.
Unfortunatly, man salvishly  craves the boons of the Creator but neglects the Creator. The solution is 
for man to reconnect his inner self to the Lord who resides within and declares the Oneness in all 
Creation.
Live in God’s love and Protect The Planet.

Students elaborated and explained the exhibition as follows:-

SERVE THE PLANET
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GO GREEN EXHIBITION

Form 3 students prepared the third exhibition that showcased growing of Tomatoes in Plastic Bottles (PET). 

The synopsis of their presentation is described below.  

Goal: Raise environmental awareness in the world around us
Students showcased growing of tomatoes in PET Plastic bottles and further steps that can be taken to clean the 
environment, recycling, food security, land utilization as well as economic and nutritional benefits of growing 
tomatoes. These planted bottles could be hang on house rafters, make shift stands or on the terraces. 

The teachers’ role is raising awareness about environmental and social economic dimensions of the world 
around them was putting to practice. The exhibition redefines and expands the boundaries of traditional agriculture. 

Growing tomatoes in PET Plastic bottles

   It raises concern for the less fortunate members 
   of society that live in informal settlements that 
   can use this project as a source of income. 
   
  There is an added advantage that it is a 
   non-destructive economic activity
   It also raises nutritional awareness as a lot of 
   people suffer from simple mineral deficiencies  
   that can be taken care of easily and simply

An attentive audience listening to the Planting of tomatoes in PET plastic bottles exhibition
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Sai Young Adults (SYA) members had a meeting with the prefects’ body in the library whereby the 
following were discussed.

    Enforcing school rules and regulations.                              Effective role of prefects.

    What leadership entails.                                                        SSEHV Improvement in the school.

    Enhancing Co-curricular and Extra-curricular activities.            Library facilities for research.

           

Meeting of Sai Young Adults with school Prefects / SSEHV Team

The auspicious day began at exactly 11.00 am prompt. The program of the day was led by welcoming 
all invited guests, parents, teachers and students in honoring, paying homage and tribute to the 
universal teacher Sri Sathya Sai Baba.

Main Programme at the Auditorium

Refer Attached Programme * *
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The occasion was graced by singing stanzas of the national anthem. Thereafter, the principal was 
invited to give his welcome address.
Mr. Musongo Kennedy, the school principal, gave his address by welcoming  all guests 
in the auditorium in marking and honoring the world wide celebrated teachers day.  

The divine message from the Founder of Sathya Sai School was read by Madam Hope.
Quote “Cultivate the five values of Truth, Righteousness, Peace, Love and Nonviolence (Sathya, Dharma, 
Shanti, Prema and Ahimsa). When you have, Truth, Righteousness, you will automatically get Peace. 
When you are peaceful, you will not hurt or hate anybody (Ahimsa). This peaceful attitude blossoms 
into love and brings about equality in every being. 
When such a loving environment prevails, there will be no quarrels in the world.
Therefore, truth and righteousness are essential to attain and grow in love. In any situation,come 
what may; never take the path of untruth. If you speak untruth, there is no love. Speak the truth at all 
times, attain love and feel it everywhere around you.
This is the essence of the scriptures, taught by many sages and saints in various methods.
God is Love.” 
Sri Sathya Sai Baba

Baba’s vision on Education is focused on the goal of promoting education based on the five human 
values of Truth, Right Conduct, Peace, Love, and Nonviolence. Education is information oriented 
whilst EDUCARE is transformation oriented .Our school lays great emphasis on information and 
transformation.
Sixty percent 60% of school time is allocated to Education and balance 40% to transformational 
education that involves spiritual, sports, cultural and service activities.
Silent sitting and multifaith prayer were led by gents from the secondary section.

Multi faith prayers in progress
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Presentations prepared by teachers and students.
The first presentation was   a poem from the primary gents entitled, Armour of Sri Sathya Sai.’’
The poem recognized the divinity that permits every cell organ in the body of human beings. 
The teachers then presented a devotional song invoking the indwelling precious lord to help them 
and guide them always.

Teacher’s presentation

In order to maintain our cultural values and traditions, the gents presented an entertaining 
Agikuyu cultural dance that revolved around “God is Love,   Love is God”

The Agikuyu Cultural dance
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GOOD TEACHERS - GOOD STUDENTS

REVERENCE TO ONE'S TEACHER
INCORPORATING HOMAGE AND REVERENCE TO UNIVERSAL TEACHER - SATHYA SAI BABA
Respected Teachers and students of Sathya Sai School - Kisaju, respected Parents and Esteemed guests, 

Brothers and Sisters, My humble Pranams at the lotus feet of our Guru Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba and 

Sairam and greetings to all of you. 

Today we have gathered here to Celebrate Guru Poornima. Our Guru and Founder of the Sathya Sai Schools 

is Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba. The festival of Guru Poornima is one of the most significant celebrations 

in the Sai calendar. This day is dedicated for offering our gratitude and to pay homage to our Guru.

What is the meaning of the word GURU?  
GU means darkness and RU means light. 

One who removes our darkness or ignorance by imparting the light of wisdom is called a Guru. 

GURU BRAHMA GURU VISHNU GURUDEVO MAHESHWARAHA  
GURU SAKSHAT PARA BRAHMA  TASMAISHREE GURAVE NAMAHA.

The meaning of this prayer is that the Guru does three jobs to instill knowledge in our minds. 

He helps us to improve knowledge, increase knowledge, and sustain this knowledge.

He also weeds out our bad qualities and ignorance. Baba says our very first Guru is our mother who 

introduces us to life with utmost love and affection.  Then comes our father, who along with the mother 

guides us in life. 

Then comes our teachers in school who teach us various subjects and prepare us for living.  

Nature is the grand teacher of all. 
The five elements of which our body and the whole world is compromised teach us great values. 

The EARTH Teaches us patience and selfless love. 

FIRE teaches us sacrifice, warmth, and courage.            

WATER teaches us flexibility, strength to overcome hurdles and reach the goal. 

AIR teaches us selfless service without discrimination. 

And ETHER or the sky teaches us steadfastness and Equanimity. 

The trees, flowers, mountains, rivers, the Ocean, animals, and insects also teach us values of life. 

They teach us the underlying Unity and connection between all living beings. 

Without them, our ecological balance will get disturbed. 

Hence, we should respect nature, and express our love and gratitude by doing our best to maintain 

that balance.

Key Note Address By Madam. Jaya Kamdar Ji
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Sathya Sai Baba says "END OF EDUCATION IS CHARACTER"  

He emphasizes on character development and transformation of the heart in addition to academic excellence. 

He declared Education is for life, not only for earning a livelihood. 

The aim and purpose of Education is to serve humanity and to realize ONE'S innate divinity. 

This goal is achieved by the practice of education in Human Values. 

All these values are latent in us. The process of bringing them out in our behavior is EDUCARE. 

In all Sathya Sai Schools, Education and Educare form an integral part of the whole syllabus. 

Baba says, 'EDUCARE and EDUCATION are like two halves of the same seed. And the small growing tender 

shoot will grow strong with the nutrition from both halves.

Baba says it is a great blessing and sign of divine grace to become SSEHV teacher. 

He emphasizes that the role of a teacher is very important. To quote: 

"A loving teacher dedicating his life to his profession becomes the model for his admiring students. 
A teacher can make or mar the future of his student for he is the hero whom the student desires to emulate 
and imitate in dress, habit, style of living and thinking." 

Therefore, it is important for teachers to possess noble and exemplary character. 

He says an ideal teacher should teach with love for love's sake. They should practice the values which they 

want to impart to the children. 

Baba also says and I quote - "Teachers are the SUN which encourages the lotus buds to bloom and scatter 
fragrance. Their conduct and counsel are the Rays which unfold the virtues and talents latent in the hearts 
of the leaders of tomorrow. Teachers must fill their own hearts with good thoughts, good ideals, yearning for 
good deeds and devotion to God. When they are reservoirs of these qualities, the taps when opened offer 
these only and children who quench their thirst at the taps, are inspired to be likewise. Students need study 
for a few years, but the teacher has to keep on studying for years and years to be an efficient GURU. 
When one lamp has its flame steady and bright hundreds of lamps can be lit from there."

They should speak softly and sweetly and practice Silence as a spiritual practice. The voice of God can be 

heard only in the depth of Silence. 

Students should treat their parents with love and respect. 

They should develop purity and harmony in thought, word, and deed.  

Listen to the guidance offered by their inner voice so that they are able to discriminate between right 

and wrong.

They must inculcate the habits of discipline and self-discipline so that they learn to be masters and not 

slaves of the mind and sense organs. They must learn to respect all religions.
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For such a generous, loving and compassionate Universal Teacher, how do we pay Homage and show 
our gratitude? 

Let me tell you a brief story from our SSEHV lessons. 

STORY

This is the story of Jaidev, a boy of about eight years old. He was physically very weak. 

His appetite was very poor and as he was so weak, he couldn't concentrate on his studies, nor could he 

play with the other children. 

One day the whole class went for a picnic near a river bank. All the children were playing and enjoying 

themselves. 

Jaidev felt miserable. He went and sat under a tree just watching his friends having a good time. 

Then he heard a humming sound, got attracted to it and started walking to the source of the sound.  

He came near a Saint who was sitting under a tree on the riverbank and was chanting 'AUM'. 

He was mesmerized by the sound that emanated from Saint. 

After some time, the learned Ascetic opened his eyes and saw Jaidev. He saw that Jaidev looked sad, 

so with great compassion and kindness, asked how he could be of service to him. 

Jaidev told the Saint his problems and asked whether he could provide a solution. 

The Saint said he most definitely can. 

He asked Jaidev if he would he follow whatever he teaches him with utmost discipline, faith and devotion. 

Jaidev agreed and promised to do so. 

Then the GURU taught him the correct way of chanting 'AUM'.  

He said this chanting of AUM bestows health and will bless him with concentration, memory, intelligence, 

and wisdom, provided he chants it 108 times before sunrise and 108 times at dusk diligently for six weeks 

with total devotion. 

Jaidev promised, took the Guru's blessings, and went home. 

As promised, he practiced the chanting every day, slowly started feeling better, and gained strength. 

With good health his studies also improved. He continued to practice the chanting religiously every day. 

Soon he excelled in his studies and became good in sports also.  This instilled confidence in himself and 

he felt the only way he can show his gratitude and respect is to continue practicing it.

This story depicts the ideal relationship between a disciple and his Master. He practiced his master’s 

instructions with immense love and reverence, implicit faith in his teachings, and with discipline, dedication, 

devotion, and determination.
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Madam Jaya Kamdar Ji delivering Keynote  address

This is exactly how we should pay our Homage and express gratitude to our Universal Teacher – 

Sri Sathya Sai Baba.

The Vice President of India, Sri Venkaiya Naidu, in his speech during the inauguration of The Sathya Sai 

Archives in Puttaparthi on 22nd Nov, 2017, said - “What is the respect we can show to Baba?  

The ideal tribute to Baba is: Follow His teachings and Preaching. Serve the people. 

The greatest Salutation is to carry forward the service activities to people. He is the embodiment of selfless 

love and His life is a saga of selfless love to humanity. Baba served all humanity irrespective of caste, 

creed or religion. He practiced Unity of all Faiths; Which is summarized in the following statement:  

There is only one religion, the religion of love,

There is only one language, the language of love,

There is only one caste the caste of humanity’

There is only One God and He is omnipresent.”

On this auspicious day, let us all pray that He graciously blesses all of us to follow the 
path of Truth, Righteousness, Peace, Love and Non-violence.

SAI RAM
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The Executive Director of Administration Madam Doreen Njagi was thereafter invited to give her remarks. 
Madam Doreen Njagi started by recognizing the presence of SSIO  Central Co-odinator Africa - Region 93 and 
National Council President - Kenya, School Trustees, Directors, SS Centre Youth Wing, Service Wing, Devotees,
Well-wishers, Donors, Parents and Guardians.
Teachers were honoured for their selfless services with harmpers containing blankets, woolen fleece jackets 
to protect them during the prevelent cold weather.

Students honoured their teachers and paid their respects by presenting bouquets and hand painted 
gratitude cards, Teachers inturn showerd their blessings on the students.
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Sai Youth and Young Adults donated Science equipment to the science department of the school. 

Service Wing - SS Centre donated woolen sweaters to students 
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One of the Alumni members who were present, Mr. Were, a university student at JKUAT gave moving speech 
about his old days while still at Sathya Sai School. 

He appreciated the school board,administration and the entire Sathya Sai Community for shaping his personal 
destiny through transformational education offered by the school. 

Address by Alumnus - Mr. Boniface Were
All protocols observed; distinguished guests, Board of governors, devotees, well-wishers, teachers, parents 
and my fellow gentlemen Sai Ram. Iam Boniface Were, an alumni of Sathya Sai School class of 2008. 
Currently Iam a final year student at Kenyatta University pursuing Bachelor of Education in Physical Health 
Education and History Government combination. My presence here today therefore, represents the large 
number of alumni of this beloved unique institution.

First and foremost, let me take this begotten opportunity to welcome you to this auspicious day globally known 
as Teachers’ Day ( Gurupurnima) an event that is celebrated globally at all Sathya Sai Schools and 
Centers to pay homage and gratitute to our universal teacher Sri Sathya Sai Baba. According to Sai Baba a 
teacher is not only an academic proficient qualified individual that fosters excellence in classroom but one 
who has mastered the 5 teaching techniques such as: Payer, group singing, group activity, storytelling and 
silent sitting.

LIFE AT SATHYA SAI SCHOOL

I can remember vividly when I joined Sathya Sai School in 2002 January at a time preferably I could only utter 
two correct English words. I kept on cursing my guardian each time we met as to why I was dumped in that 
desert like lonely place called school. The failure to accept this left me with no option other than to enjoy sleep, 
food and play after which when the three were done crying loudly along the verandah was part and parcel of 
my dose. The truth is that as days went by the culture and activities of the school began to be so interesting. 
With no time it was adapting stage, I found myself taking responsibilities and getting focused in line with the 
institutions expectations.However,the sudden transformation could not be possible without the following 
important aspects of Sathya Sai Schools outstanding guidelines;

  Sathya Sai Education in Human Values (SSEHV) – These were based on the five human values in daily life 
  of the school that forms the foundation of Sathya Sai Baba spiritual teachings (Truth, Right-Conduct, Peace, 
  Love and Non-Violence. It fosteres confidence through storytelling, group singing and prayer and quotations. 
  The ability to discern and develop counter conflicts and disagreements. The climate of love and respect to 
  one another becomes a  part and parcel of life.

  Community Service- The selfless acts of charity and services to the community, visiting the home of the 
  elderly. The Sai feeding programme and also environmental sustainability, we planted trees within and school 
  environs.

  Morning Devotion – These were moments to reflect by silently listening to our inner self in our duties called 
  for and what the future expects from us. Silent sitting and concentration enabled the conclusion of deeds 
  whether right or wrong.
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- DIY (Do It Yourself) Initiative – This made learning fun particularly it enhanced creativity and designing skills 
  were sharpened. Undertaking most of the roles and activities through self-driven encouraged independence 
  and satisfaction of outcome. Taking initiatives with Minimal supervision instilled responsibility in me.

LIFE BEYOND SATHYA SAI AND THE IMPACT ON MY LIFE

 - I learnt leadership and organizational skills  – appointed Head of students as early as Form two.
 - I became academically competent in all spheres of life – Curricular and Co- curricular aspects.
 - I started giving back to the society – within one year registered a certified Community Based 
    Organization that Trains,Educates,Mentors and does Community service.

I request that the school allocates an Alumni Day on the school calendar  whereby  all Alumni members can 
congregate at the school impliment vital projects to ensure  continuity and uniqueness of this value based 
education. We are in the process of collecting data of all former students affiliated to the school through social 
media networking and we are working hard towards creating a very active Alumni.

Last but not the least on behalf of all our members present today, we appreciate the entire school management 
and administration for making this a memarable and joyous day. 
I conclude by paying homage and gratitude to Sathya Sai Baba for being an exemplary teacher in our lives.

Thank you for your patience listening to me.

“Love All Serve All”

Sathya Sai Alumni



The day was culminated with vote of thanks from a secondary gent Alvin John and the gents led 
the gathering in singing a joyous hymn Showers of blessing. 
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SHOWERS OF BLESSING SONG CONCLUDED THE JOYOUS DAY



( GURUPURNIMA )
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SATHYA SAI SCHOOL - KISAJU
Pays Gratitude to Universal Teacher,

Our Founder, SATHYA SAI BABA
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CHIEF ORGANISER       MR.KENNEDY MOSONGO
WELCOMING & USHERING     MD.ROSELINE
EXHIBITIONS       MR.KENNEDY & MR.SUGUT
MASTER OF CEREMONIES       MR SAMOKA & MD.HOPE
DECORATIONS BY                        MD. HOPE, MR. GITHINJI & MR. KIOKO
FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS     MD. HOPE& MD. JUDITH
AUDITORIUM SETUP                     MR. BOVINE
STAGE MANAGER                        MD. JACKLINE
BACK STAGE MANAGER     MD. KEMUNTO
COSTUMES & SET DESIGNS      MR. GITHINJI
AUDIO-VISUAL       MR. BUSOTA & MR.BOVINE
CATERING                               MD.JUDITH
SUPPORT TEAM       MR. MASIBO, MD. ROSELINE & MR. SUGUT

ORGANISING  TEAM

National Anthem.
Address by Principal.
Value based presentations by Students.
Multi-faith prayers.
Poem - The Armour of Sri Sathya Sai.
Agikuyu Traditional Song.
Devotional Song by Teachers.
Keynote address by Sis. Jaya Kamdar Ji. 

Recognition  of Teaching Faculty.

Presentations by Sai Centre (Nbi) 
Youth Wing and Service Wing. 

Presentations by Alumni Members.

Vote of Thanks.

Shower of  Blessings - Chorus.

 Programme

21 July 2019st

PROGRAMME



1  Om Sri Sai Ram!
    who will motherly love attracts !
    the Head of your child do protect
    and give me a shining intellect

2  Om Sri Sai Ram!
    take charge of my Forehead fine
    and sit in the mind of mine
    to unite it with, that of thine !

3  Om Sri Sai Ram!
    who with love, agrees
    with all divine creeds
    take care of my Face
    with your benign gaze !

4  Om Sri Sai Ram!
    who as the God with the
    colour of clouds
    with divine songs did guide
    the one who from righteous war,
    sought to hide,
    Take care of my Eyes
    And keep them off from vice
    and grant the vision
    to clearly see, the joy and justice
    of your creation !

5  Om Sri Sai Ram!
    Take care of my Brows
     Bent with life’s sorrows
     Control the waves of my mind
     Running after the word’s Diamonds
     Help me realize the joys of the die -
     mind !

8  Om Sri Sai Ram!
    you came for the
    growth of what is just
    and what is right
    to guide us as the Eternal light
    Save us from pride
    and keep our Cheeks
    cheerful and bright !

9  Om Sri Sri Ram!
    you are the greatest
    Lord of the world
    And yet unattached
    to its power or gold!
    But so much attached
    to those for whom
    you are the air they breathe!
    O! Lord please protect our Teeth!

10  Om Sri Sai Ram!
      you are the creation’s king
      so the saints o sing
      yet you care not for praise
      And keep great calm and peace
      Limitless are your glories unsung
      From mischiefs, protect my Tongue!

11  Om Sri Sai Ram!
      O! Lord!  who radiates light!
      O! Ruler who is lovingly strict
      O! Protector of the good and the 
      meek!
      Please take care of our Throat and 
      the Neck!

14 Om Sri Sai Ram!
     you are the master
     shown by the scriptures  as
     the Goal
     you are the master
     seen as the Teacher of the 
     soul
     To fight against the social 
     wrongs
     Keep our Backs straight and 
    strong

15  Om Sri SaiRam!
      when one seeks Refuge
      and falls at your feet
      him you never refuse
     and Sai! so kind and great
      O Sai! so kind and great
     Keep our Hearts free of 
     tension and hate.

16  Om Sri Sai Ram!
     O Sai! our dearest!
     you show the ways of living 
     Best!
     As unchanging Love's Nest
     Keep, with care, our Breast.

17 Om Sri Sai Ram!
     when one comes to you
     you ask not  why or who
     But,  with love, enquire
     "What  do you requrie?"
     So very kind are you to 
     women and men
     Do take care of my 
     Abdomen!

18 Om Sri Sai Ram!
     O! shoreless ocean
     of compassion!
     For timely help
     you abide  ever  in our midst!
     keep our health
     and take care of our Waists!

19 Om Sri Sai Ram!
     you bring Glory in torrents
     To them who be got you-your 
     parents!
     Do protect without forgetting
     our organs, the means of 
     begetting!

THE ARMOUR OF SATHYA  SAI

6   Om Sri Sai Ram!
     you change even the fate
     of fools who make their 
     life a waste
     with the same Grace
     keep my Ears in conditions 
     Best to listen to your Glories
     Eternal and Great !

12  Om Sri Sai Ram!
      In your Mind, ever and forever
      Is the care for your Devotes, 
      welfare you bear the burdens of
      our life on your shoulders too
      may you  protect our Shoulder  two!

13  Om Sri Sai Ram!
      you  are the Best fruit
      of the wish-granting  Tree
      Give with golden hands the ash 
      Divine
      and make our Hands strong 
     and free for deeds good and fine.

Teachers remember: Service to students is not only for their sake, but for your sake too.   Don’t be proud 
imagining that students need you: you need them too. Students rely on you; so, sacrifice what you have for 
them.                                                                                                                                 SAI BABA.

7  Om Sri Sai Ram!
    O! Eswaramma’s little lad
    and our Beloved Lords!
    Limitless gift on us
    Your love Bestows
    Give us clean air
    And a healthy Nose!



28  Om Sri Sai Ram!
      You are the ocean
      of Divine love!
      Help us from drowning
      in the ocean of life!

29  Om Sri Sai Ram!
      You whose eyes glitter
      in healthy shine
      Destroy the Diseases of cancer
      and of sin and skin!

30  Om Sri Sai Ram!
      You are Scriptural wisdom's
      eternal Mine
      Do away with fits, vomiting
      fevers and all our pains!

31. Om Sri Sai Ram!
      you who glides
      in silken robes of Red
      Remove all diseases
      that cause us dread.

32. Om Sri Sai Ram!
      Your eyes shine
      with the fullness of 
      Devine knowledge and peace
      By one look with them
      Do remove all disease
      like TB and appendicitis!

33   Om Sri Sai Ram!
       From floods, fires
       and every accident
       protect us, O, Sai!
       who does supervise
       all incidents
       on land  or under  the Skies!

34   Om Sri Sai Ram!
       Save me, save me, if need be
       while I walk and  while I talk
       while I lie  on  my bed
       or while I stand up instead
       Everywhere  and  forever
       come  on  the  run
       to save  me,  your son!

35  Om Sri Sai Ram!
      As my Loving Mom and Dear Dad
      Make your home in my heart
      To help and guide at every step
      as I play my part in Life's set-up. 

“The teacher has to help the 
pupil unfold and manifest the 
skills and qualities inherent in 
him and encourage him to rise 
to the fullest height he is 
capable.  

The divine is the core in both 
teachers and pupil.  

The educational process is 
the increasing utilization of 
this latent power.
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Cast

21. Om Sri Sai Ram!
     At you, poets scholars gape in wonder
    As your songs and speeches
    (flow like) rain and thunder!
   O! God of Music and Verses sweet!
    with full affection, protection our Feet.

22. Om Sri  Sai Ram!
      you are the source
       of Truth and Right
       Fill all our Limbs
       with their might!

23. Om Sri Sai Ram!
     O! the one who softly shines
     In spiritual sadhaka’s minds
     Help the power of our Reason
     to keep clear of Discords and 
    confusion.

24. Om Sri Sai Ram!
      You take great care
      if we surrender at your feet
     So, protect us from fear
      About the Dishonest and 
     the cheats.

25. Om Sri Sai Ram!
      You are the personification
      of the Enternal Truth
      Protect us from Temptation
      to stray from that Truth!

26. Om Sri Sai Ram!
     You came to establish
     what is Right and just
    Help us to accomplish
    only what is right and the best!

36.  Om Sri Sai Ram!
       When we serve you with full 
       devotion
        you serve us like servants 
       meek!
       And Give us every good that 
       we seek!
       and then Grant us too, the 
       final liberation!

Duty of a teacher involves intensive preparation, most effective communication and inspiring the students.
Duty is best discharged with discipline.      Discipline should be enforced with love and understanding.   
                                                                                                                                              SAI BABA.

20 Om Sri Sai Ram!
     you are the force so high
     of will, work and wisdom
    O! the head of the Heart’s kingdom
    Do take care of our two Thighs! 

27  Om Sri Sai Ram!
      As a light-house on the shore 
      in calm
      Beckons the ships in commotion;
      You the magnet-light of 
      Divine calm
      Pull us out of the sea of 
      wrong Emotions!



AGIKUYU  TRADITIONAL
 SONG

NGAI NI WENDO 
(GOD IS LOVE)

Directed by Peter Wanyonyi

Produced by Dennis Githinji
God is love is a song that was sang in 
the traditional Agikuyu community to  
show the importance of love in relation 
to God who is the Supreme Being. 

NGAI NI WENDO
Ngai ni wendo, Ngai ni wendo
Haiyaii wendo
Nanikio atwirire twendanage
Haiyaii wendo
I Rathima andu aku, Rathima andu aku
Haiyaii wendo
Mendanage mundu na uria ungi
Hayaii wendo.

Translation

GOD IS LOVE

God is love, God is love
Yes He is love
That is why he instructed us 
to love each other
Yes He is love
Bless your people, Oh bless 
your people
Yes He is love
So that the people can love 
one other
Yes He is love

God is love God is love
Yes He is love
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That is why he instructed us to love 
each other
Yes He is love
Bless your people, bless your people
Yes He is love
So that the people can love one another

Move in me precious Lord *3
One more time
To fulfill your every word
Every promise we have heard
Move in me precious Lord
One more time

Stay with us precious Lord *3
All the time
To fulfill your every word
Every promise we have heard
Stay with us precious Lord
All the time.

Devotional Song
by Teachers 

1.  There shall be showers of blessing,
     This is the promise of love,
     There shall be seasons refreshing,
     Sent from the Savior above.

              Showers of blessing,
              Showers of blessing we need,
              Mercy-drops round us are falling,
             But for the showers we plead.

2   There shall be showers of blessing
     Precious reviving again,
     Over the hills and the valleys,
     Sound of abundance of rain.
                       
             Showers of blessing,
             Showers of blessing we need,
             Mercy-drops round us are falling,
             But for the showers we plead.

3   There shall be showers of blessing;
     Send them upon us, O Lord!
     Grant to us now a refreshing;
     Come, and now honor Thy Word.
             
             Showers of blessing,
             Showers of blessing we need,
             Mercy-drops round us are falling,
             But for the showers we plead.

Shower of  Blessings

 

4   There shall be showers of blessing;
     O that today they might fall,
     Now as to God we’re confessing,
     Now as on Jesus we call!

             Showers of blessing,
             Showers of blessing we need,
             Mercy-drops round us are falling,
             But for the showers we plead.    

5   There shall be showers of blessing,
     If we but trust and obey;
     There shall be seasons refreshing,
     If we let God have His way.

             Showers of blessing,
             Showers of blessing we need,
             Mercy-drops round us are falling,
             But for the showers we plead.    

Ngai ni wendo , N gai ni wendo
Haiyaii wendo
Nanikio atwirire twendanage iii
Hayaii wendo
Rathima andu aku, Rathima 
andu aku
Hayaii wendo
Mendanage mundu na urai ungii

What is the end of Education ? End of Culture is Perfection, End of Knowledge is Love, 
End of Wisdom is Freedom, End of Education is Character.                      SAI BABA.
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